Junior Bible Quiz Testimonties
Heritage AG: A few months ago the coach and mother of three JBQ boys messaged me the account of
overhearing her sons in conversation with some neighbor children. The neighbor indicated that he
did not believe in the Bible or Jesus. The Jbqer replied that he knew that the Bible was real and began
to quote verses and tell how archeology, fulfilled prophecies, etc. were proof that the Bible was
inspired and the Word of God.
Heritage AG: Our whole team is learning the meaning of intercession in a real way now as we
intercede for one of our girls who is in the hospital suffering with seizures.

River Valley Family: Our family has participated in JBQ for five years now. The verses hidden in kids'
hearts through JBQ helps them identify lies that are masqueraded as truth in everyday life. We were
at the library this summer, and there was a book featured on the "New Books" shelf called How Jesus
Became God. I asked my children if they could quote one Bible verse that would disprove that Jesus
"became" God. Immediately, my son quoted the JBQ Quotation Question and Answer:
Quotation Question: Has Jesus always been God? Answer: John 1:1 "In the beginning was the
Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God."
Praise God for Junior Bible Quiz that plants the seeds of God's word deep into kids' hearts! The Word
of the Lord will not return void, but will accomplish that which it was sent to do. The Word is alive
and active!

Fergus Falls Coach: I was the counselor of my daughter’s group at Kids Camp where we experienced
JBQ a few years ago. When we got home from camp, my daughter said, “Mom, we are having JBQ.” I
was very hesitant as I knew nothing about coaching or how to start up a team. However we started
the team and in 2014, the team went to the National Festival and placed 3rd in the nation.

Gary Geer: Junior Bible Quiz has shown to be instrumental in providing key building blocks in the
foundations of the faith of kids of all ages. Memorizing scripture and Bible facts at the early ages of K
- 6 plants seeds of God's Word that will last for their life time. JBQ provides good relationship
building time, too. Families that study together not only help the quizzer learn, but allows everyone
to learn the Bible in new and concrete ways. We feel that JBQ is a very effective way to learn God’s
Word.

Pastor Daryl Velasco, State JBQ Director: JBQ is the Greatest! I have been involved with JBQ for 29
years now and I would say it has been an awesome ride. JBQ is one of the best ways families can
learn the Word of God together. Whether you're at the coaching level, the quizzing level, you're
officiating, helping kids practice or parenting, it is so rewarding being a part of kids getting God's
Word as a regular part of their lives. I know all three of my kids, who are all in their thirties now, have
wonderful memories of JBQ and still have that precious Word in their hearts they learned at an
elementary age level. The memories I have and all the great friends I have made along the way still
bring smiles to my face and make me want to continue being part of our JBQ community.

